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Overview

§ E3ME and FTTs Overview

§ Modelling Japan Net Zero in E3ME – step by step



Overview

§ First thing I’m talking about (capital letter at the start)
§ Second thing

– this is a particularly interesting part of the second thing (no capital letter)
o and this…

§ Third thing

E3ME and FTTs



E3ME is a macro-econometric model designed 
to assess global policy challenges. It is the most 
advanced econometric model in the world and 
is widely used for policy assessment, forecasting 
and research purposes.

E3ME is a macro-econometric 
model designed to assess global 
policy challenges. 

Following the Cambridge 
tradition*, it is the most model of 
its type. It is widely used for policy 
assessment, forecasting and 
research purposes.

*Post-Keynesian, non-optimisation, accept real 
world behaviours and uncertainties



Optimisation vs Simulation approach

IPCC mainstream model 
Source: Clarke et al (2014)

Costs!
Costs!
Costs!
Costs!

Mercure et al (2018) 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14693062.2019.1617665

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14693062.2019.1617665


Key Features of FTTs in E3ME

FTT-Power FTT-Transport FTT-Heat FTT-Steel
Technologies 24 25 13 26

Inputs from E3ME Electricity demand Fleet/ car demand Heat demand Steel demand

Output to E3ME • Fuel demand and 
emissions

• Electricity price
• Electricity 

investment
• Detailed PG 

employment

• Fuel demand and 
emissions

• Average car price

• Fuel demand and 
emissions

• Costs of boilers 

• Fuel demand and 
emissions

• Steel investment
• Steel price
• Detailed steel 

employment

Policies • Tax (carbon, fuel, vehicle, boiler)
• Subsidy
• Regulations (phase out, limits)
• Turnover time
• Discount rate
• Feeds in tariff 
• Demonstration technology
• Demand side policies e.g. building energy efficiency 



Example: FTT Policy Impacts in E3ME
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Step 1: Define Scenarios

§ Baseline – E3ME existing baseline (IEEJ2021) 

§ Net Zero Scenario by 2050 with nuclear

§ Net Zero Scenario by 2050 without nuclear
Assumptions

§ Revenue neutrality (including policy costs and revenues), remaining amount used to reduce 
income tax, VAT, and social security contribution

§ Include energy + processed CO2 emissions only

§ Assuming small remaining emissions can be absorbed by LULUCF
§ No action in Rest of World

§ Net Zero can be achieved via combination of polices based on existing technologies in E3ME
§ Allow for Biomass plus CCS technology



Step 2: Define Policies



Step 2: Calibrate E3ME Baseline for Japan to IEEJ21

Final energy 
demand

Power mix

Economic (GDP 
components and 
sectors) and 
demographic

§ Process to E3ME classification
§ Interpolate between years
§ Using RAS to obtain fuel users by fuels
§ Using shift/share (based on historical and trends) 

apply growth rates while matching totals
§ Create consistent projections for other variables e.g. 

GDP components, energy sector outlooks
§ Save numbers on databank
§ Run the model to create residuals
§ Apply residuals to endogenous solutions (baseline 

and scenarios)



Step 3: Set up Scenario Files with Policy Inputs

§ A lot of policies!
§ Some policies are saved in 

databank due to dimension 
(region, sector/technologies, 
time)



Step 4: Set Up Revenue Recycling Code in E3ME

§ Policy revenues = carbon tax revenues

§ Policy costs = energy efficiency investment, 
renewables subsidies, stranded power plants 
(including nuclear)

§ Leftover revenues = adjust tax rates (income 
tax, VAT, social security contribution)

§ Automated process to take into accounts of 
rebounds in emissions



Step 5: Run Baseline, Scenarios and Solve for Solutions

§ Each scenario takes about 30 
mins to run!

§ Solution can become unstable/ 
crash

§ Fixes are added and re run again



Step 6: Inspect Model Results using E3ME FrontEnd

§ E3ME contains many variables 
across dimensions

§ Check inputs and outputs and 
interactions

§ Check for any unstable results
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Final Step: Present Key Findings 
Additional investment uses 
resources that would 
otherwise be idle

Reduce fuel imports mean 
that imports don’t increase 
when GDP does

Reduced energy bills, additional income 
from employment

Despite higher electricity 
price, lower inflation 
from energy savings and 
moving away from other 
fuels
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